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Dear Cross Country Participant: 
Welcome to Cedarville University and the All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championships at the Elvin R. King 
Cross Country Course. We at Cedarville are delighted to be the hosts for this wonderful event. Best 
wishes to each participating student-athlete as you participate in your respective races. 
Again, we welcome each of you to Cedarville University, Greene County, and Southwestern Ohio. Have 
a great time of fellowship and competition! 
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201 O All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championships 
Men's Starting Box #'s Women's Starting Box #'s 
1. Xavier University 1. College of Wooster 
2. Defiance College 2. Heidelberg University 
3. Mount Union College 3. Capital University 
4. Ohio Dominican University 4. Cedarville University 
5. Capital University 5. Miami University 
6. University of Toledo 6. Walsh University 
7. Ashland University 7. Wright State University 
8. Heidelberg University 8. Malone University 
9. Bluffton University 9. University of Rio Grande 
10. Shawnee State University 10. Urbana University 
11. Case Western Reserve University 11. Muskingum College 
12. Bowling Green State University 12. Hiram College 
13. Mount Vernon Nazarene University 13. Ohio Wesleyan University 
14. College of Mount St. Joseph 14. Bluffton University 
15. Otterbein College 15. Defiance College 
16. University of Cincinnati 16. University of Toledo 
17. Wilmington College 17. Baldwin-Wallace College 
18. College of Wooster 18. Ashland University 
19. Ohio Northern University 19. Wilmington College 
20. Walsh University 20. Cleveland State University 
21. Denison University 21. Oberlin College 
22. Ohio University 22. Ursuline College 
23. Ohio Wesleyan University 23. Mount Union College 
24. University of Rio Grande 24. Wittenberg University 
25. Malone University 25. Notre Dame College 
26. Wright State University 26. University of Akron 
27. Kenyon College 27. College of Mount St. Joseph 
28. Cedarville University 28. Ohio Northern University 
29. University of Akron 29. Otterbein College 
30. Miami University 30. Bowling Green State University 
31. Wittenberg University 31. Shawnee State University 
32. John Carroll University 32. Mount Vernon Nazarene University 
33. University of Dayton 33. John Carroll University 
34. Urbana University 34. Ohio University 
35. Marietta College 35. Case Western Reserve University 
36. Hiram College 36. Xavier University 
37. Oberlin College 37. Kenyon College 
38. Muskingum College 38. Denison University 
39. Baldwin-Wallace College 39. Marietta College 
40. Notre Dame College 40. University of Dayton 
41. Unattached/open 41. University of Cincinnati 
42. Unattached/open 42. Ohio Dominican University 
43. Unattached/open 43. Unattached/open 
44. Unattached/open 44. Unattached/open 
Starting Line Instructions 
1. Starting line - All teams will be clerked at their respective starting 
boxes. 
2. Twenty minutes prior to the start of the men's race, there will be a 
brief opening ceremony, with a welcome, a brief prayer and the National 
Anthem. 
3. Fifteen minutes prior to the start, the starter will fire the gun indicating that there are 15 
minutes to start time. Athletes should start reporting to the line to be checked in. 
4. Clerks will be checking that uniforms are school issued with no unauthorized logos or 
statements, teams are in the correct starting boxes, and that the athletes are wearing bib 
number/chips. 
5. Starting commands - The starter will locate himself approximately 75 meters down from 
the start line in the middle of the course. He will give an extended whistle blast, at which 
time athletes should come to the line and become motionless. After the whistle blast, the 
starter will raise the gun and red flag together. When he reaches the top, over his head, and 
all athletes are still, the gun will be fired. 
766-1201 
We have your LUNCH & SNACK favorites. 
Open 24ll in Cedarville for your convenience. 
All-Ohio Intercollegiate Championship · Men's Meet History 
Year Host Overall Champion College Champion Individual Champion 
1955 Oberlin Oberlin John Miller, Oberlin 
1956 Oberlin Ohio Wesleyan John Gutknecht, Ohio Wesleyan 
1957 Oberlin Miami John Gutknecht, Ohio Wesleyan 
1958 Oberlin Miami Dave Emery, Miami 
1959 Oberlin Miami Steve Tekesky, Miami 
1960 Ohio University Miami Ray Fleming, Ohio University 
1961 Kent State Ohio State Steve Tekesky, Miami 
1962 Ohio State Ohio University Les Hegedus, Central State 
1963 Ohio Wesleyan Akron Akron Al Campbell, Akron 
1964 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Akron Elmore Banton, Ohio University 
1965 Bowling Green Miami Akron Elmore Banton, Ohio University 
1966 Ohio State Miami Baldwin-Wallace Sam Bair, Kent State 
1967 Oberlin Miami Mount Union Sam Bair, Kent State 
1968 Ashland Miami Mount Union Sid Sink, Bowling Green 
1969 Ohio University Miami Mount Union Sid Sink, Bowling Green 
1970 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Mount Union Bob Bertelseon, Ohio University 
1971 Bowling Green Bowling Green Ashland Dave Wattle, Bowling Green 
1972 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Craig McDonald, Bowling Green 
1973 Miami Miami Malone Craig McDonald, Bowling Green 
1974 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Malone Phil Hinck, Toledo 
1975 Ohio Wesleyan Malone/Kent State Malone Mark Hunter, Kent State 
1976 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Steve Crane, Ohio State 
1977 Ohio Wesleyan Cleveland State Mount Union Marc Hunter, Cleveland State 
1978 Malone Cleveland State Malone Marc Hunter, Cleveland State 
1979 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green Malone Steve Crane, Ohio State 
1980 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Joel Marchand, Malone 
1981 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Chris Koehler, Bowling Green 
1982 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Malone Chris Koehler, Bowling Green 
1983 Malone Ohio University Malone Dave Mirth , Ohio University 
1984 Bowling Green Miami Malone Roosevelt Jackson, Miami 
1985 Ohio State Ohio State Malone Kurt Klodmick, Ohio State 
1986 Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green/Miami Malone Shannon Ritchie, Ohio University 
1987 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone John Van Scoyoc, Miami 
1988 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Malone Shannon Ritchie, Ohio University 
1989 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Mark Crogan, Ohio State 
1990 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Ira Wentworth, Malone 
1991 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone John Murray, Malone 
1992 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Case Reserve Fred Kieser, Miami 
1993 Ohio Wesleyan Miami Case Reserve John Murray, Malone 
1994 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Otterbein Robert Gary, Ohio State 
1995 Ohio Wesleyan Cincinnati Mount Union Oliver Grund, Ashland 
1996 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University Mount Union Josh Ritchie, Ohio University 
Year Host Overall Champion Div. 11/NAIA Champion Division Ill Champion Individual Champion 
1997 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Ashland Mount Union Dave Cooper, Mount Union 
1998 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Heidelberg Ian Conner, Ohio State 
1999 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Heidelberg Daniel Kibungei , Malone 
2000 Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Malone Kenyon Chris Reis, Cincinnati 
2001 Ohio Wesleyan Cincinnati Malone Kenyon Chris Reis, Cincinnati 
2002 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Mount Union Nick Cordas, Ashland 
2003 Ohio Wesleyan Kent State Ashland Otterbein Matt Cornwell , Kent State 
2004 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Ashland Otterbein Brian Oliver, Ohio State 
2005 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Otterbein Mike Sawicki , Otterbein 
2006 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Mount Union Eddie Kipchoge, Bowling Green 
2007 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Ohio Northern Ryan Kienzle, Malone 
2008 Ohio Wesleyan Malone Malone Case Reserve Nik Schweikert, Malone 
2009 Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State Malone Ohio Northern Jeff See, Ohio State 
































Host Overall Champion 
Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Malone Bowling Green 
Bowling Green Bowling Green 
Ohio State Bowling Green 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio State 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Miami 
Ohio Wesleyan Ohio University 
Ohio Wesleyan Bowling Green 

















Joan Lanciaux, Bowling Green 
Joan Lanciaux, Bowling Green 
Maureen Cogan, Ohio State 
Sara Golias, Bowling Green 
Sara Golias, Bowling Green 
Kathy Monard, Ohio State 
Tracy Meyer, Ohio University 
Laura Schweitzer, Dayton 
Laura Schweitzer, Dayton 
Celestine Smith, Miami 
Melley Cullen, Miami 
Cheri Triner, Bowling Green 
Theresa Cain, Ohio State 
Kristin Diehm, Ohio University 
Kristin Gaddis, Bowling Green 
Jackie Conrad, Ohio University 








































USATF Certifed Officials 
· Marv Frye - Meet Referee 
· Ron Althoff - Clerk 
· Jim Flanik - Clerk 
· John Hickman - Clerk 
· Bob Koch - Clerk 
· Len Krsak - Clerk 
· Scott Rose - Clerk 
• Fred Thomas - Clerk 
















Ann Marie Hynes, Rio Grande 
Jackie Conrad, Ohio University 
Everlyne Jerotich, Malone 
Everlyne Lagat, Malone 
Bobbie Hardbarger, Akron 
Briana Shook, Toledo 
Andrea Kremer, Miami 
Ruth Limo, Cincinnati 
Beata Rudzinska, Akron 
Katie Wieferich, Wooster 
Esther Erb, Case Reserve 
Lillian Jelimo, Cincinnati 






MEN'S ENTRANTS Jeff Ehler SR Joe Cathey JR Denison University 
49 Brian Ferber FR Jordan Davies SR coach: Phil Torrens 
50 Josh Franek so Jacob Dubie so 156 Drew Barao FR University of Akron 
51 Perry Fraylick FR Scott Gardner so 157 Alex Chappars JR coach: Lee Labadie 52 Rob Kelvey SR Ryan Gustafson FR 158 Stephen Czujko so 1 Brian Dudek JR 53 Peter Miles JR 107 Greg Johnson FR 159 Dan'I Doggett SR 2 Zach Goulet so 54 Chris Moody SR 108 Neil Klinger so 160 Chris Dunn JR 3 Heath Harris so 55 Jason Salyer so 109 Alex Moore SR 161 Nie Ennen JR 4 Brad Hough FR 56 Jesse Smuda SR 11 o Joe Niemiec FR 162 Connor Ford FR 5 Dan Jackisch so 57 Joe Vanbolderen FR 111 Eli Pyles FR 163 Henry Francis so 6 Andy Knapp JR 58 Luke Zerkle FR 112 Evan Thayer JR 164 Alphonse Harris SR 7 Joe McCoy SR 59 Ian Zimmerman so 113 Hollis Troxel SR 165 Russell Holden SR 8 Andy Morgan JR 114 Chris Vaughn SR 166 Steven Johnson so 9 Jordan Olson JR Capital University 115 Jacob Walter FR 167 Chad Kosanovich so 10 Adam Stackpole JR Coach: Rachel Barends 116 Josh Wiseman SR 168 Jacob Ott so 11 Nick Stroemple so 
Benjamin Herbert so 169 Dan Rafferty SR 12 Kyle Wheeler FR 60 University of Cincinnati 170 Dee Salukombo JR 61 Zachary Heyne so 13 Joe White so Coach: Bill Schnier 171 Rocco Settonni FR 62 Brian Huff JR 
Stephen Stitcher FR 63 Alex Moore JR 117 David Barry SR 172 Ashland University JR 64 Erik Morris FR 118 Evan Baum FR 173 Joe Thackery Coach: Trent Mack 65 Bret Nehrenz so 119 Chase Beckmann so 14 Scott Ackerman so 66 Mitch Stith FR 120 Oliver Book so Heidelberg University 15 Tyler Chancellor FR 121 Matt Collmar JR Coach: Ray Armstrong 16 William Damaskos FR Case Western Reserve Univ. 122 Eric Finan JR 174 Drew Avsec FR 17 Keenan Franley JR Coach: Kathy Lanese 123 Kevin Fink FR 175 John Gogle JR 18 Gary Haglund FR 67 David Carter SR 124 Eric Hauser FR 176 Gareth Graver so 19 Cameron Johnson JR 68 Paul Curtiss so 125 Kyle Lang JR 177 Sean Hancock JR 20 Colton Johnson so 69 David Dixon FR 126 Ricky Lupp SR 178 Jacob Hoffman JR 21 Matt Ode FR 70 Eric Dong FR 127 Tommy Morgan SR 179 Jordan Karnes JR 22 Steven Pryatel FR 71 Greg Dornback so 128 Matthew Moscato FR 180 David Kindall FR 23 Tom Scott JR 72 Alex Flick FR 129 Tyler Ross FR 181 Dusty Kuess so 24 Matt Stratman JR 73 Mike Grese SR 130 Ryan Westfall FR 182 Logan Leis FR 25 Jake Sussman FR 74 Mark Grogan SR 183 Kevin Neel so 26 Alex Toth JR 75 Mitchell Haynes FR University of Dayton 184 Beau Thompson SR 27 Brock Weaver JR 76 Joseph Heebner FR Coach: Rich Davis 
77 Nick Hewitt so 131 Nate Addessi so Hiram College Baldwin-Wallace College 78 Wyatt Hoch FR 132 Derek Bornhorst so Coach: Earl Kissell Coach: Bill Taraschke 79 Chris Kelly so 133 Brad Boyd SR 185 Brendan Curtin so 28 Andrew Beck JR 80 Ethan Kleinbaum SR 134 Nick Fry FR 186 Donald Daley JR 29 Justin Brown SR 81 Steve Ladelfa JR 135 Eric Gruenbacher FR 187 Manpreet Grewal FR 30 Ryan Fallow so 82 Aaron Lin FR 136 Derek Henderson SR 188 Joe Hengoed JR 31 David Gerding so 83 Brian Link SR 137 Chris Lemon SR 189 Sam lvcic FR 32 Brian Gibbons SR 84 Robert Ontko SR 138 Matt Lemon SR 190 Brian Nemire so 33 Steve Humbert FR 85 Brandon Riedlinger so 139 Kyle Lowry so 191 Chris Pratt so 34 Kenneth Janosko so 86 Austin Schmidt SR 140 Stephen Mackell so 192 Forrest Reed FR 35 Nicholas Jeffers so 87 Tim Smith SR 141 Cory McGoldrick JR 36 Nathaniel Nemire SR 88 Ethan Teare JR 142 Doug Norris FR John Carroll University 37 Michael Sisko JR 89 Nate Tenley SR 143 Greg Roeth so Coach: Dara Ford 38 Zachary Szablewski JR 90 Bobby Voigt SR 144 Tyler Roeth FR 193 Brian Bayer so 39 Dusan Vasic FR 91 Chris Wade JR 145 Jeremy Schiele so 194 Ross Bernard so 40 Andrew Ventura so 92 Peter Walls JR 146 Ryan Shirley SR 195 Collin Burns JR 41 Thomas Wilkin JR 93 Corey Williams FR 
196 Pat Burns so 94 Phillip Yeung so Defiance College 197 Patrick Burns JR Bluffton University 95 Paul Zackowski JR Coach: John Hartpence 198 Shawn Cain JR Coach: Gary Labonte 147 Seth Bidlack SR 199 Ian Johnson so 43 Kevin Hickman JR Cedarville University 148 Keiquan Blackmon JR 200 Chuck Mule FR 44 Jeremy Kidder so Coach: Paul Orchard 149 Joe Davis FR 201 Michael Reiser JR 45 James Whitt FR 96 T.J . Badertscher SR 150 Aaron Fraley JR 202 Bob Seeholzer SR 
97 Ethan Blagg JR 151 Hayden Krick so 203 Jake Smith JR Bowling Green State Univ. 98 Josiah Bragg so 152 Madison Murphy FR 204 Matt Tarchick so Coach: Cami Wells 99 Matt Brooker so 153 Justin Perkins JR 205 Nick Wojtasik so 46 Greg Black FR 100 Trevor Bryant FR 154 Matt Rohlf SR 47 Abraham Buseini SR 101 Nathaniel Burrell FR 155 Troy Secrest SR 
-
Kenyon College College of Mount St. Joseph 310 Tyler Smith so 362 Tobias Deardorff JR 
Coach: Duane Gomez Coach:Paul Longano 311 Broe Wilkins FR 363 Cody Ellis so 
206 Will Bailey FR 258 Jesse Hooven SR 364 Tyler Feitshans FR 
207 Bryce Behar FR 259 Harold Jones SR Notre Dame College 365 Stephen Graessle JR 
208 Jackson Cabo so 260 Chris Klaine FR Coach: Kyle Komer 366 Kenton Holliday so 
209 Neil Campbell FR 261 Bryson Lewis FR 313 Tyler Boris FR 367 Travis Isenberg SR 
210 Matt Davis JR 262 Johnathan Mathis FR 314 Sal Caroniti FR 368 Mathew Johnson FR 
211 Sean Edelman JR 263 Kory Phelps FR 315 Kyle Crismon JR 369 Mike Kemp FR 
212 Eric Engelbrecht FR 264 Zach Shaw SR 316 Josh Edmonds FR 370 Evan McKee FR 
213 Willy Friedlander FR 265 Jim Tritt SR 317 Patrick Fisher FR 371 Richard Patterson FR 
214 Will Kessenich SR 266 Sean Wiwi FR 318 Ross Lenehan JR 372 Patrick Rachow SR 
215 Chris McColl SR 319 William O'Brien FR 373 Jacob Rettig JR 
216 Ian McWilliams FR Mount Union College 320 Adam Saintz FR 374 Brent Ruby SR 
217 Pat Meyers JR Coach: John Homan 321 Devin Sauers FR 375 Jacob Schoenlein SR 
218 Bryce Raz FR 267 Zach Basel FR 322 Kevin Sovacool FR 376 Adam Sheetz SR 
219 Dan Riggins JR 268 Jacob Boyer FR 323 Rayshawn Walker so 377 Lucas Shroades FR 
220 Dai Shen so 269 Josh Clemence FR 324 Steve Webb FR 378 Michael Simmons so 
221 Ben Tanoff FR 270 Ty Griffin SR 379 Jared Simon SR 
271 Cory Hoover FR Oberlin College 380 Dan Smith JR 
Malone University 272 Jon Karmazin FR Coach: Ray Appenheimer 381 Nick Swinford JR 
Coach: Jack Hazen 273 Tim Kelly JR 325 Sean Bates so 382 Mike Taylor FR 
222 Jeremy Arthur JR 274 Kenner Lashley FR 326 Matt Bernstein so 383 Paul Timmel FR 
223 Cory Dotts FR 275 Tyler Lowe FR 327 Henry Bloomfield JR 384 Ryan Valentine FR 
224 Bryan Eckenfels SR 276 David Loxterman FR 328 Justin Chen SR 385 Ben Wibberly SR 
225 Nick Fresenko FR 277 Dan Luzar FR 329 David Cogswell JR 
226 Jordan McKelley FR 278 Matt Miller so 330 Albert Davila SR Ohio University 
227 Nick Meeson so 279 Brandon Pasvanis FR 331 Joe Dawson JR Coach: Clay Calkins 
228 Aaron Melhorn SR 280 Erik Reed SR 332 Ty Deringer FR 386 Tyler Ames so 
229 Anthony Migliozzi JR 281 Rob Sassa FR 333 Sean Dunne SR 387 Tyler Blair FR 
230 Jeremiah Neer FR 282 Cody Sundley FR 334 Will Hoover FR 388 Tyler Cantley JR 
231 Kyle Randolph SR 283 Scott Wolfe SR 335 Quinn Hull FR 389 Joey Cherico JR 
232 Micheline Sunseri FR 336 Daneil Johnson so 390 Chris Davis SR 
233 Jarod Williams so Mount Vernon Naz. Univ. 337 Alex Krichels so 391 Andrew Edens so 
234 Mitch Williams so Coach: Chip Wilson 338 Jacob Lamoureaux JR 392 Nick Hissrich FR 
235 James Zeuch SR 284 David Clark SR 339 Derek Lange JR 393 Noah Howkins so 
236 Jarrod Zollars FR 285 Anthony Lee so 340 Eric Line so 394 Cory Irwin JR 
286 Mitchell McKenzie FR 341 Santino Merino JR 395 Sean Kelley JR 
Marietta College 287 Jacob Pessia so 342 Kiron Roy SR 396 Scott Meyers SR 
Coach: Derek Stanley 288 Kevin Poast JR 343 Ben Schild JR 397 Matt Michno JR 
237 Caleb Ellis so 289 Mark Rednour so 344 Sam Schneider JR 398 Kyle Miller so 
238 Andy Guimond JR 290 Chaz Rice SR 345 Jimmy Taylor FR 399 Dan O'Brien JR 
239 Sean Hoover so 291 Sebastian Rue FR 346 Justin Warner SR 400 Brandon O'Malley FR 
240 Blake Kaelin so 292 Nate Winters JR 347 Stephen Williams JR 401 Chase Robinson FR 
241 Max Kenngott SR 293 Jace Wolford FR 348 Tim Woods FR 402 Ridge Robinson SR 
242 Joey Meyer FR 403 Scott Wildermuth SR 
243 Caleb Mize FR Muskingum College Ohio Dominican Univ. 
244 Caleb Muller so Coach: Jacob Gleason Coach:Paul Benedict Ohio Wesleyan University 
245 Bryn Perkey so 294 Robert Alberts so 349 Chris Leibold FR Coach: Matt Wackerly 
246 Terrance Wallace JR 295 Michael Besl JR 350 Brian Litt JR 404 John Batchelder JR 
296 Blaine Cox FR 351 Cobis Miles FR 405 Jake Bonnell so 
Miami University 297 Peter Craig JR 352 Chris Monteiro FR 406 Kale Booher so 
Coach: Warren Mandrell 298 John Derov FR 353 Scott Nguyen FR 407 Shane Brandt so 
247 Chris Dennison JR 299 Jakeb Fry so 354 Eric Rauschenbach so 408 Chris Henchey FR 
248 Jeffrey Denny FR 300 Ryan Hall FR 355 Josh Watson SR 409 Kyle Herman SR 
249 Blake Dircksen FR 301 Nick Kallas so 356 Brett Weeter FR 410 Evan Hitchcock JR 
250 David Eichenberger so 302 Tory Kelly FR 411 Nathan Kafity so 
251 Jarrod Eick so 303 Nathan Lawhun FR Ohio Northern University 412 Sharif Kronemer JR 
252 Robbie Fisher SR 304 Nova Martin so Coach: Jason Maus 413 Kyle Lemke JR 
253 Brian Gallagher JR 305 Ethan Osborn FR 357 Ben Ankrom so 414 
Ian Mccaslin FR 
254 Matt Marci FR 306 Ben Pasley SR 358 Alex Bachtel so 415 
Cody Morrison SR 
255 Michael Perry SR 307 Cory Rasnic FR 359 Cory Bailey JR 416 
Ben Schlabach so 
256 Brett Wagner so 308 Phillip Schwartz FR 360 Nick Baker JR 417 
John Thatcher SR 
257 David Wing FR 309 Jeff Sharratt so 361 Mark Berton FR 418 
Tyler Tomazic so 
F 
Otterbein College 480 Elisha Kipchumba SR 537 Brad Kline FR 591 Ryan Harris so 
Coach: John Lintz 481 Barnabas Kiprotich SR 538 Misha McCormick FR 592 Sean Herbert SR 
421 Mark Bayman so 482 Joel Kozlesky SR 539 Sam Nieves so 593 Ben Livingston 
SR 
422 John Buffington FR 483 Elliot Livensparger JR 540 Anthony Pettiford so 594 Jake McCubbin 
JR 
423 Matt Dixon SR 484 David Moore FR 541 Cody Pontius SR 595 Dylan McElfresh JR 
424 Jeremy Farver FR 485 Derek Pohlman FR 542 Rob Romeo SR 596 Dan Shafer FR 
425 Ryan Flannery SR 486 Mike Smith SR 543 Aaron Schuschu JR 
426 Chris Fyock SR 487 Louis Szilagyi FR Xavier University 
427 Brad Longo JR 488 Nick Thomas so Wittenberg University Coach: Dan Flaute 
428 Andrew Mantell FR Coach: Craig Penney 1238 Keith Albrektson JR 
429 Anthony Napoli FR Urbana University 544 Ray Allen SR 1239 Matt Coniglio so 
430 Stephen Sheneman FR Coach:AI Davenport 545 Matt Bostic so 1240 Benjamin Foley JR 
431 Denton Thompson FR 492 Ryan Castle FR 546 Matt Burr FR 1241 Tyler Fry SR 
432 Zach Webster JR 493 Eddie Erion JR 547 Evan Cochran so 1242 Hank Geer so 
433 Tim Williard JR 494 Daniel Little FR 548 Jarretf Cowgill JR 1243 Christopher Hanson FR 
495 Patrick Malloy FR 549 Kyler Cowgill JR 1244 Tommy Kauffmann SR 
University of Rio Grande 496 Ambrose Moses FR 550 Kevin Frick SR 1245 Nicholas Kobunski FR 
Coach: Bob Willey 497 Andrew Stephan JR 551 Trevor Grandy so 1246 Ben Lawrence JR 
441 Myles Corcoran FR 552 Ryan Hagen JR 1247 Spencer Liechty FR 
442 Kyle Goode so Walsh University 553 Ernest Heyder so 1248 Ben Nathan SR 
443 Kyle Hively SR Coach: Dan Mccallion 554 Tim Huesing so 1249 Thomas Ohlman FR 
444 Chad McCarty JR 498 Dan Bauman JR 555 Stephen Klingne so 1250 Matthew Riley SR 
445 Zane Miller JR 499 Justin Eddy FR 556 Jacob Kuntz FR 1251 Joe Ryan SR 
446 Nathan Mogle so 500 Bob Fay SR 557 Aaron Long so 1252 Keith Schenkel FR 
447 Lucas Murphy JR 501 Joarkim Frisk FR 558 Adam Markins so 1253 Ken Schwieter SR 
448 Dylan Roush FR 502 Ryan Garrott so 559 Chris Navarre FR 1254 Gabriel Weiss FR 
449 Matt Spencer SR 503 Devon Gates FR 560 Nash Oliver so 
450 Joe Taranto so 504 Crhis Gi llis FR 561 Matt Overturf SR 
451 Chas Whittington so 505 Jordan Groubert so 562 Sean Redfield FR 
452 Bryce Wilson JR 506 Chase Harshbarger so 563 Abubakar Shegow FR 
453 Nick Wilson JR 507 Evan Heck JR 564 Theron Swanson FR 
454 Nick Wilson so 508 Adam Hrdlicka SR 565 Aaron Swartz JR 
509 Luke Immel SR 566 Colin Tower SR 
Shawnee State University 510 Nick Isla FR 567 Wade Westbrook FR 
Coach: Eric Putnam 511 Jordan Johnson SR 
455 Keith Aeiker so 512 Jordan Johnson JR College of Wooster 
456 Jeremy Anderson FR 513 Phil Kress JR Coach: Dennis Rice 
457 Reece Brown JR 514 Travis Levan FR 568 Gabe Abud FR 
458 Brandon Brown so 515 Mark Mayle FR 569 Jack Anderson JR 
459 Galen Dills so 516 Andrew Miller FR 570 Jordan Broutman so 
460 Eli Gerlach so 517 Bryan Myers so 571 Ethan Casey so 
461 Warren Hinkle JR 518 Chris Noussias so 572 Micah Gaunter JR 
462 Eric Holbrook SR 519 Dan Opeka JR 573 Youngjoon Cho SR 
463 Justin Hornick SR 520 Ryan Opeka FR 574 Morgan Clark FR 
464 Josh Linkous SR 521 Kevin Perry FR 575 Jesse Davenport SR 
465 Brad Liston FR 522 Nick Reed JR 576 Kevin Degroot so • 
466 Michael Owen SR 523 Matt Roshak FR 577 Stephen Ferguson JR 
467 Keegan Rathkamp SR 524 Kevin Sellers so 578 Gus Fuguitt so 
468 Adam Schroeder FR 525 Luke Slipski so 579 Casey Green JR 
469 Jordan Selbee FR 526 Caleb Stevenhagen so 580 Luke Hutchings-Goetz FR 
470 Weston Thobaben JR 527 Adam Stilgenbauer so 581 Andrew Licking JR 
471 Chuck Wentz SR 528 Brian Walsh FR 582 Jay Marshall FR 
472 Blake Wysocki so 529 Matt Welch JR 583 Sam Swartz so 
530 Brandon Wollenberg SO 584 Michael Terribile FR 
University of Toledo 585 Hunter Vanhorn FR 
Coach: Kevin Hadsell Wilmington College 586 Matt Worth so 
473 Ricky Adamson FR Coach: Ron Combs 
474 Jacob Barnes FR 531 Josh Baber FR Wright State University 
475 Nick Brenner FR 532 Pat Carroll JR Coach: Fabien Corbillion 
476 Jonathan Dewitt JR 533 Alek Erwin FR 587 Jason Bruns so 
477 Taylor Durczynski FR 534 Anthony Goodrich FR 588 Jack Deford so 
478 Trevin Flickinger FR 535 Chad Hirshauer so 589 Evan Firestone SR 
479 Jake Kasperski FR 536 Tyler Hooley FR 590 Brandon Graves FR 
ESTABLISHED 1802 
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WOMEN'S ENTRANTS Bowling Green State Univ. 701 Erica Hoff so 752 Ericha Griep FR 
Coach: Cami Wells 702 Jennifer Hollander JR 753 Ellen Stryffler JR 
University of Akron 649 Katie Borgelt FR 703 Hannah Lamos so 754 Kara Suffel so 
Coach: Scott Jones 650 Ashley Burns FR 704 Katie Lanphier JR 755 
Kaitlin Switzer SR 
601 Lauren Agnew FR 651 Heather Conger SR 
705 Jessica McCoy so 756 Katie Tibbits FR 
602 Sarah Baker FR 652 Autumn Dettmann SR 
706 Sara Moody JR 
603 Marissa Baranauskas FR 653 Caitlin Flack FR 
707 Tabitha Moore so Denison University 
604 Alexsandra Bowers FR 654 Saisha Gailliard JR 
708 Neola Putnam so Coach: Phil Torrens 
605 Lauren Buser FR 655 Sally Kandie SR 
709 Hannah Rodriquez so 757 Beth Armitage so 
606 Lindsey Fiala FR 656 Megan Kelsey SR 
710 Jessica Smith JR 758 Julie Cantelon so 
607 Heidi Gross SR 657 Abby Koch so 
711 Meghan Terrell so 759 Michelle Clark so 
608 Haley Hawthorne so 658 Courtney Krummert SR 
712 Rachel Thompson JR 760 Laura Houcque so 
609 Kim Lorentz SR 659 Kristin Miller FR 
713 Joanna Wheatley FR 761 Grace Kaminski SR 
610 Rochelle Rupe JR 660 Meghan Niehaus JR 714 Abby Wong 
so 762 Anne McGinty so 
611 Cassandra Schenck SR 661 Barbara Powers SR 715 Rachel Wong 
JR 763 Kirby Mosenthal SR ) 
612 Kayla Whitlow FR 662 Taylor Stichter so 764 Ani Mutafova JR 
663 Tara Weiss SR University of Cincinnati 765 Katie Navarre SR ] 
Ashland University Coach: Bill Schnier 766 Claire Navarro SR 
Coach: Trent Mack Capital University 716 Zara Ahmed FR 767 Victoria Pottieger JR 
613 Leah Allen SR Coach: Rachel Barends 717 Jill Glassmeyer JR 768 Ashley Putnam SR 
614 Mary Kate Casper so 664 Megan Brown FR 718 Lilian Jelimo SR 769 Julie Rotramel 
SR 
615 Caileigh Colo FR 665 Hannah Childs JR 719 Katie Lewnard 
SR 770 Victoria Stearns JR 
616 Tricia Craig SR 666 Jessica Cooper so 720 Michele McKenney SR 
617 Justine Dams SR 667 Morgan Crank FR 721 Aurelie Pasquet SR Heidelberg University 
618 Jessica Daughters SR 668 Jessi Knoll FR 722 Cortney Staruch so Coach: Paris Hilliard 
619 Kristin Donaldson so 669 Emma Mccarron so 723 Emily Thompson SR 771 Taylor Bloom SR 
620 Mandy Farson JR 670 Betsy Melick SR 724 Alison Zukowski JR 772 Leah Boileau FR 
621 Erika Garn FR 671 Rebecca Muntean so 773 Anna Brodman so 
622 Ashley Gregory SR 672 Erin Neylon so Cleveland State Univ. 774 Jennifer Brown FR 
623 Mackenzie Roth so 673 Leigh Ann Pickering FR Coach: Joe Jaketic 775 Bobbi Custer so 
624 Abbie Selhorst JR 674 Shelby Rohr FR 725 Andria Bazilevich JR 776 Libby Engeman JR 
625 Kaylie Snyder so 675 Sarah Trick JR 726 Ashley Berlin FR 777 Michelle Fitch SR 
626 Stephanie Stoffel so 676 Bobbi Wilson so 727 Missy Boyes so 778 Sophie Goobic FR 
627 Lauren White SR 728 Allison Craine JR 779 Jessica Jones JR 
628 Bailey Zehner F Case Western Reserve Univ. 729 Brittany Elml inger JR 780 Macy McFarland so 
Coach: Kathy Lanese 730 Kari Haywood JR 781 Jocelyn Staugler FR 
Baldwin-Wallace College 677 Corin Bowen so 731 Jordan Hoile SR 782 Johna Swartz FR 
Coach: Bill Taraschke 678 Natalia Cabrera JR 732 Rachel Niemi so 
629 Kimberly Chinn SR 679 Kayla Devault so 733 Kelly Zaleski JR Hiram College 
630 Jamie Clapacs FR 680 Emilie Dunham FR Coach: Earl Kissell 
631 Karin Coyne SR 681 Thea Emmons so University of Dayton 783 Laila Almassri FR 
632 Lynn Fahey so 682 Andrea Fischione SR Coach: Sarah Hinkley 784 Brianna Andrie SR 
633 Tess Hoogeveen so 683 Alyssa Harker so 734 Taylor Beyerle so 785 Rachael Bisker SR 
634 Brooke Hradisky FR 684 Justine Jeroski SR 735 Maura Bulgrin SR 786 Clarissa Claflin FR 
635 Lauren Hutka FR 685 Bettina Kaphingst SR 736 Nicole Cargill FR 787 Elizabeth Haase so 
636 Julie Kotesovec JR 686 All ison Magee FR 737 Ashley Cattran SR 788 Lindsay Kuhn SR l 637 Krysten Kovach SR 687 Megan Milne so 738 Liz Coorey SR 789 Bristena Marinescu SR 
638 Shaina Kovatch so 688 Kristina Nagy so 739 Lindsey Cummings JR 790 Megan Orosz so J 639 Lauren McGaughey so 689 Brooke Simpson FR 740 Lizzie Gleason FR 791 Natalie Richardson so 
640 Judy Patterson JR 690 Abby Small SR 741 Allie Heniff so 792 Emily Smith so 
641 Sarah Rospert so 691 Cindy Spahn SR 742 Elissa Mason JR 793 Anh Tran SR 
642 Blair Vrcan FR 692 Meghan Thommes so 743 Sarah Reynolds FR 
643 Katherine White SR 693 Blaire Volbers JR 744 Brigitte Sherman SR John Carroll University 694 Alyssa Wozniak SR 745 Marisa Slomski so Coach: Dara Ford 
Bluffton University 746 Mollie Walton FR 794 Ashley Aberl so 
Coach: Gary Labonte Cedarville University 747 Emily Zimmerman JR 795 Andrea Brown JR 
644 Lyndsey Darrow FR Coach: Jeff Bolender 796 Anna Busta FR 
645 Katy Heffner so 695 Laura Backer JR Defiance Col lege 797 Lauren Deluca FR 
646 Ashley Hiller FR 696 Jasmin Banachowski FR Coach: John Hartpence 798 Elena Elskens FR 
647 Alison Janzen so 697 Grace Campbell FR 7 48 Kaye Bockbrader so 799 Rachael Greuber FR 
648 Heather Smith JR 698 Carolyn Cann JR 7 49 Kate Busto FR 800 Kelly Grieve SR 699 Carolyn Case so 750 Samantha Davis FR 801 Michelle Grossman SR 
700 Elisa Cherry FR 751 Erika Debos so 802 Molly Hanna so 
803 Tara Knight so 860 Emily Tomei FR 911 Lesley Sherwood JR 962 Molly Martorella FR 
804 Gab Kreuz FR 861 Tynae Wilson JR 912 Rachel Smith FR 963 Aviva Maslow so 
805 Megan Landon FR 862 Jessica Winkler so 913 Katie Stewart FR 964 Lauren McCrystal JR 
806 Megan Lutz JR 863 Danielle Wuensch SR 914 Jenna Williams FR 965 Piper Nash so 
807 Melissa Mirka FR 864 Gabreille Wuensch SR 966 Megan O'Brien so 
808 Alyssa Singer FR Mount Vernon Naz. Univ. 967 Eilis O'Neil SR 
809 Katherine Spillman so Marietta College Coach: Chip Wilson 968 Pearl Rivers FR 
810 Shannon Testa so College: Derek Stanley 915 Jessica Brant so 969 Melissa Shulman so 
811 Melissa Vinci JR 865 Mehgan Cline SR 916 Caitlin Campbell JR 970 Annika Sullivan JR 
812 Taylor Whisler FR 866 Amanda Hardt FR 917 Amy Chappell so 971 Jackie Tachman so 
867 Amy Kauffman FR 918 Worthington Katie FR 972 Sara Terashima so 
Kenyon College 868 Reba Leonard JR 919 Melissa Keiser so 973 Hillary Tipton SR 
Coach: Duane Gomez 869 Emily Lorek FR 920 Bethany Parks so 974 Kristina Witcher so 
813 Haley Abing so 870 Lydia Tillmaand so 921 Alex Reasoner FR 975 Hannah Wolfe FR 
814 Brandy Arredono FR 871 Stephanie Williams SR 922 Abby Spitler FR 
815 Lauren Brady SR Ohio Dominican Univ. 
816 Tory Bruch FR Miami University Muskingum College Coach: Paul Benedict 
817 Nina Castelli JR Coach: Kelly Phillips Coach: Jacob Gleason 976 Hali Cassidy so 
818 Sarah Cook SR 872 Margaret Bingham 923 Emily Bay FR 977 Stephanie Elliott SR 
819 Beth Dahlburg JR 873 Kate Carter 924 Tiara Bishop FR 978 Ali Green JR 
820 Kat Dougherty JR 874 Danielle Dickman 925 Tiffany Bishop FR 979 Brittany Heflin FR 
821 Sarah Dougherty SR 875 Jilly Dickman 926 Jenny Drennon JR 980 Mallory Kitts FR 
822 Megan Duffy SR 876 Erica Howes 927 Beth Dulaney JR 981 Kelly Litt FR 
823 Emily Grenen JR 877 Katie Lenahan 928 Kristin Harstine JR 982 Michelle McKean FR 
824 Tracey Hutchings-Goetz SR 878 Caitlin McCoy 929 Bri Lally SR 983 Kaitlin McNeish JR 
825 Hildy Joseph JR 879 Kelley Miller 930 Jenny Marshall JR 984 Bethany Molnar FR 
826 Alex Klein JR 880 Amanda Mirochna 931 Chelsie Pershing JR 985 Courtney Rizek JR 
827 Sarah Krumholz so 881 Emily Mossier 932 Katie Smith SR 986 Meghan Willeke JR 
828 Keiko Matsuno SR 882 Emily Norris 987 Elise Wyant SR 
829 Lauren Metzger SR 883 Tory Paez Notre Dame College 
830 Caroline Newcomb FR 884 Rachel Patterson Coach: Kyle Komer Ohio Northern University 
831 Kara Pellegrino SR 885 Erin Riley 933 Sarina Caponi so Coach: Jason Maus 832 Gaither Smith SR 886 Lauren Taylor 934 Kathy Higgins SR 988 Casey Adamcik so 833 Kerry Strader FR 887 Sarah Tirrell 935 Noelle Johnson FR 989 Laura Avino FR 834 Frances Sutton so 936 Michelle Manzeo SR 990 Aimee Baehrens SR 835 Ameila Troutman so College of Mount St. Joseph 937 Cherice May SR 991 Ashley Baumer JR 836 Nicole Valentini FR Coach:Paul Longano 938 Fran Melzer SR 992 Joanne Berry FR 837 Tess Waggoner FR 888 Kelleen Albert FR 939 Allison Rohaley FR 993 Amanda Binkey SR 838 Anna Watts FR 889 Maggie Bertsch SR 940 Meagan Sands JR 994 Mallory Bloom JR 839 Lizzi Whittlesey FR 890 Jessica Burg SR 941 Brianna Smith FR 995 Brooke Bohanan JR 840 Anna Wilhelm so 891 Abbie Grote FR 942 McKenna Strole FR 996 Kelly Casanova JR 841 Jenna Willett FR 892 Emily Heyl FR 943 Mary Volk JR 997 Daniella Chambers FR 842 Edith Willey FR 893 Abbey Madras JR 998 Keira Corbett JR 
894 Cyreesa Raber JR Oberlin College 999 Amy Davis SR Malone University 895 Sara Rutschilling SR Coach: Ray Appenheimer 1000 Katie Deangelis JR Coach: Jack Hazen 896 Bailey Schnurr FR 944 Paris Achenbach so 1001 Ashton Dennen so 843 Ashton Avery JR 945 Katie Atha SR 1002 Vyta Kavaliauskas JR 844 Erin Bauer JR Mount Union College 946 Julia Beebe SR 1003 Kayti Kintner FR 845 Emily Beam JR Coach: John Homan 947 Saga Briggs SR 1004 Katie Klopp FR 846 Kayleigh Bildstein JR 897 Jenna Balazs FR 948 Helen Burns SR 1005 Brooke Larsen FR 847 Allison Black JR 898 Katie Barnes FR 949 Carolyn Callagan SR 1006 Tabitha Moody SR 848 Brynn Chaskel so 899 Chelsey Bruce FR 950 Nina Cole JR 1007 Gabi Patarini FR 849 Kristen Downing SR 900 Chole Chisnell FR 951 Sharon Cross so 1008 Erin Radigan FR 850 Bethany Flage FR 901 Sylvia Cintron FR 952 Annie Dellafera JR 1009 Caitlin Ratliff FR 851 Emily Grad SR 902 Jenny Gamertsfelder FR 953 Michelle Gonzales FR 1010 Brittany Stanek so 852 Alison Gusew FR 903 Caitlin Goggin FR 954 Amanda Gracia so 1011 Alison Steinbrunner so 853 Hannah Hartzler so 904 Christin Handley FR 955 Julia Harris FR 1012 Sarah Thompson so 854 Katie King FR 905 Sarah Kelly FR 956 Joanna Johnson SR 1013 Sarah Turley so 855 Paige Nagy so 906 Katie Less JR 957 Margaret Lindman FR 1014 Lydia Weaver so 856 Becky Neitzel JR 907 Tori Machon FR 958 Erica Long so 1015 Lauren Wood JR 857 Tina Oprean FR 908 Emily Mazzaferri FR 959 Allie Lowenstein so 858 Lindsey Pifher SR 909 Corinne Midlik so 960 Alice Lubeck FR 859 Caitlin Sharp JR 910 Mary Cather Powers FR 961 Caroline Martin so 
Ohio University Shawnee State University 1129 Ashley Demsey SR 1190 Valerie Yogt JR 
Coach: Clay Calkins Coach: Eric Putnam 1130 Emily Depalma so 1191 Breanne Ziegler so 
1016 Julie Accurso FR 1073 Sara Armstong JR 1131 Maggie Finnerty FR 
1017 Lauren Adkins JR 1074 Amanda Burton JR 1132 Clara Hawkins FR College of Wooster 
1018 Kristen Altenburger JR 1075 Brianna Cahill FR 1133 Charek Kaley FR Coach: Dennis Rice 
1019 Annie Beecham SR 1076 Kala Conn JR 1134 Katie Laughlin JR 1192 Sarah Appleton JR 
1020 Hannah Charbel JR 1077 Kasey Hosier so 1135 Sarah Martter FR 1193 Ann Berkow FR 
1021 Lauren Fett JR 1078 Maria Lancianese so 1136 Chelsea Megyes FR 1194 Jensen Buchanan FR 
1022 Angela Klimkowski so 1079 Rebecca Legge FR 1137 Rachelle Miller JR 1195 Suzanne Capehart SR 
1023 Kelsey Mc'alpine FR 1080 Brittney Lipira JR 1138 Melissa Moziejko SR 1196 Allison Chin FR 
1024 Darby Mullen SR 1081 Brianna McCauley JR 1139 Rachel Reed JR 1197 Becky Craig so 
1025 Emily Pifer FR 1082 Ashley Peters FR 1140 Kelly Vigars so 1198 Dana Culbert SR 
1026 Hannah Skrobot JR 1083 Torey Predmore JR 1141 Brittany Wile so 1199 Erin Dean so 
1027 Allison Stillwell FR 1084 Sarah Ruggles FR 1142 Lissa Yoder so 1200 Chelsea Denlinger FR 
1028 Kari Summers SR 1201 Chelsea Fisher SR 
1029 Abigaile Swift SR University of Toledo Wilmington College 1202 Alyssa Getta SR 
1030 Melissa Thompson FR Coach: Kevin Hadsell Coach: Ron Combs 1203 Brittany Lynch FR 
1031 Erica Toussant so 1085 Lei Bornhorst FR 1143 Elise Bernhard so 1204 Colleen O'Neil so 
1032 Ashley Waddington SO 1086 Danielle Borowske so 1144 Cheryl Boldoser FR 1205 Erin Plews-Ogan so 
1087 Hannah Brisson so 1145 Lillian Bunn SR 1206 Nicole Podoloff FR 
Ohio Wesleyan University 1088 Lyndie Brown FR 1146 Annie Cekada so 1207 Jean Quenneville JR 
Coach: Matt Wackerly 1089 Megan Chambers SR 1147 Liz Delehanty so 1208 Monica Ramstad FR 
1033 Kirah Cooper FR 1090 Liza Cholin JR 1148 Anna Foote JR 1209 Meredith Shaul JR 
1034 Cara Deangelis FR 1091 Samantha Condron SO 1149 Colleen Foote JR 1210 Katy Stencel SR 
1035 Emily Johnson so 1092 Amber Cushnie JR 1150 Brittany Gibbons so 1211 Becky Traisman FR 
1036 Jane Lehman so 1093 Hannah Evans so 1151 Kim Harner SR 1212 Jessica Yarmosky SR 
1037 Emma Lisull JR 1094 Ali Fisher JR 1152 Mary Huggins so 
1038 Rachel Newman SR 1095 Maureen Gibbs SR 1153 Ashley Mast FR Wright State University 
1039 Maggie O'Connell JR 1096 Elizabeth Lemon FR 1154 Karlee Michel so Coach: Fabien Corbillion 
1040 Chelsea Tumeo FR 1097 Jessica Phillips FR 1155 Kelsey Stief SR 1213 Nelly Cheruiyot JR 
1041 Madeleine Wright so 1098 Devyn Ramsay so 1156 Hannah Wolfe SR 1214 Alyssa Glenn SR 
1042 Kat Zimmerly SR 1099 Kristal Studer so 1215 Kristen Goodwin JR 
1100 Lindsay Toussant JR Wittenberg University 1216 Natalie Hopwood SR 
Otterbein College 1101 Megan Vogelsong FR Coach: Craig Penney 1217 Rachel Janson FR 
Coach: John Lintz 1102 Megan Wright FR 1157 Rebecca Agnor FR 1218 Joanie Ma so 
1043 Jessica Church JR 1158 Lindley Bell JR 1219 Rudy Millard JR 
1044 Lisa Coleman SR Urbana University 1159 Autumnlee Brown so 1220 Kelsi Nutter JR 
1045 Kaila Cramer FR Coach:AIDavenport 1160 Samantha Catania so 1221 Bianca Walker JR 
1046 Julia Daggett FR 1106 Kaylen Diemer FR 1161 Emilia Cirrincione so 
1047 Nicole Elliot JR 1107 Chelsea Halderman SR 1162 Emma Crosby JR Xavier University 
1048 Ali Ernest so 1108 Sarah St.Clair JR 1163 Darcy Dubuc JR Coach: Dan Flaute 
1049 Hannah Farver JR 1109 Jessica Thomas so 1164 Melissa Erdman JR 1222 Jessica Albers FR 
1050 Kayla Forshey FR 1110 Sara White so 1165 Biz Goodbarn so 1223 Anna Alrichs FR 
1051 Tiffany Fritz so 1166 Michelle Graham SR 1224 Calesse Cardosi so 
1052 Meghan Gibson JR Ursuline College 1167 Alyssa Hamilton so 1225 Rachel Clark so 
1053 Christine Hein so Coach: Keith Whitman 1168 Brittany Hartlaub so 1226 Kelsey Erlenbaugh JR 
1054 Abbie Hornyak FR 1111 Jasmin Atkins FR 1169 Anna Henry JR 1227 Abby Fischer FR 
1055 Sarah Hutchinson JR 1112 Amber Bourcier so 1170 Samantha Iden JR 1228 Clare Fischer FR 
1056 Arielle Knapp so 1113 Katie Brobst so 1171 Shannon Kelleher FR 1229 Courtney Heys JR 
1057 Lindsay Main SR 1114 Erica Casto SR 1172 Molly King FR 1230 Caylin Howell JR 
1058 Andie Pautsch SR 1115 Erin Childers SR 1173 Sarah Kropa JR 1231 Micayla McGinn JR 
1059 Bekah Reese so 1116 Jessica Dingman SR 1174 Nicole Mangas FR 1232 Samantha Milroy JR 
1060 Sam Stolarz so 1117 Jennette Goans SR 1175 Maggie Mcilvain FR 1233 Kaitlin Price so 
1061 Nikki Sullivan so 1118 Destiny Lalane FR 1176 Kirsten Midgley SR 1234 Madison Riethman FR 
1062 Haley Young FR 1119 Ramanda Leaver SR 1177 Danielle Mogle FR 1235 Kristen Schulte so 
1120 Amanda Oravec JR 1178 Lindsey Pepper SR 1236 Caitlin Thomas SR 
University of Rio Grande 1121 Samantha Turner so 1179 Mary Pfeifer JR 1237 Ashley Vincent FR 
Coach: Bob Willey 1122 Allison Wainio SR 1180 Aletheia Saba FR 
1064 Genna Baker FR 1123 Tanisha Williams SR 1181 Erin Saner JR 
1065 Sharlena Champion FR 1182 Amy Stamon so 
1066 Hillary Haines SR Walsh University 1183 Samantha Swanton JR 
1067 Holly Haines so Coach : Al Campbell 1184 Mary Swoyer so 
1068 Beth Hysell SR 1124 Lauren Cameron FR 1185 Brianna Watson so 
1069 Amy Lower so 1125 Megan Case SR 1186 Mallory Wigton JR 
·1070 Cassie Mattia SR 1126 Kaley Charek FR 1187 Chelsea Williams so 
1071 Kayla Renner JR 1127 Erin Clark JR 1188 Keri Wisniewski SR 
1072 Danielle Stockham JR 1128 Nicole Culler JR 1189 Keri Wisniewski SR 
The Elvi_n R. King Cross Country Course 
Anew era began in Cedarville University cross country with the opening of the Elvin R. King Cross Country Course. The venue was dedicated and named in honor of CU's Hall 
of Fame coach during Homecoming Weekend on Oct. 7, 2006. 
The new home site, located at the north end of the campus just 
east of State Route 72, was constructed on 150 acres of proper- ·· 
ty and was designed and built under the direction of former ath-
letic director Pete Reese and King. Athletes run entirely on a 
grass course that includes rolling hills. 
This unique venue, which meets all of the NCAA requirements 
for a cross country course, hosted its first meet on Sept. 16, 2006 
with the 16th Annual Cedarville Invitational. Nearly 1,000 runners 
participated in eight races and both Yellow Jacket teams won the 
first-ever college races on the course . -
The site annually hosts the Cedarville Open and continues to be the setting for the National Christian College Athletic 
Association Championships each November. Besides the high school and junior high competitions in the Friendship 
Invitational, the Ohio Heritage Conference has staged its championship meets on the course. 
The primary cross country courses are the 5,000 meter layout for women and the 8,000 meter course for men. There is 
also a 3,200-meter course for junior high competition. 
The Yellow Jackets called John Bryan State Park as its cross country home for the better part of four decades. The beau-
tiful site served as host of the NCCAA Championships from 1978 through 1992 and again from 1995 through 2005. It also 
hosted the annual Cedarville Invitational, the NAIA District 22 Championship, the Mid-Ohio Conference Championship, the 
American Mideast Conference Championship, and a number of high school meets. 
The Elvin R. King Cross Country Course - All-Time Top 25 
COLLEGE WOMEN SK -ALL-TIME TOP 25 COLLEGE MEN BK - ALL-TIME TOP 25 
(thru 9/18/10) (thru 9/18/1 O) 
Name School Time Date Name School Time Date Sarah Foster Ohio State 17:24.0 9/19/09 Noah Too MidAmerica Naz. 24:45.0 11/10/07 Katie Gillespie Cedarville 17:34.0 9/19/09 David Kawa Berry 24:50.0 9/16/06 Katie Gillespie Cedarville 17:39.0 11 /14/09 Brian Harvey Carnegie Mellon 24:57.0 9/27/08 Miesha Marzell Unattached 17:52.0 9/15/07 Daniel Roberts Cedarville 25 :03 .0 9/16/06 Emily LaSala Indiana Wesleyan 17:59.0 11/10/07 M. Solukombo Denison 25:09 .0 9/27/08 Laura Neufarth Miami 18:08.0 9/15/07 Brandon Bauer Col. Running Co. 25 :15.0 9/19/09 Katie Gillespie Cedarville 18:09.0 11 /7/09 Aaron Melhorn Malone 25 :17.0 11 /7/09 Katie Navarre Denison 18:11 .0 9/19/09 Abednego Magut Simpson 25:17.0 11/10/07 Lydia Wong Cedarville 18:12.0 11 /7/09 Dee Salukombo Denison 25:21.5 9/18/10 Nicole Santos Cedarville 18:13.0 11/10/07 Darius Donatelli Carnegie Mellon 25:23.0 9/27/08 Lisa Davies Shawnee State 18:15.0 9/15/07 Grant Russo Denison 25:26.0 9/27/08 Nicole Degner Berry 18:23.0 9/16/06 Keegan Rathkamp Shawnee State 25 :27.0 9/20/08 Nicole Santos Cedarville 18:24.0 11/15/08 Christopher Sinick Malone 25 :27.0 11/10/07 Lydia Wong Cedarville 18:26.0 11/10/07 Keegan Rathkamp Shawnee State 25 :30.0 9/15/07 Lisaa Davies Shawnee State 18:26.0 9/20/08 T.J. Badertscher Cedarville 25 :31.0 11 /7/09 Star Emmert Shawnee State 18:26.0 9/20/08 Evan Thayer Cedarville 25:31 .0 11 /14/09 Joyce Woki Spring Arbor 18:28.0 11/10/07 Mike Coates Malone 25 :32.0 11/10/07 Lydia Wong Cedarville 18:31 .0 9/27/08 Evan Gaynor Malone 25:33.0 11 /7/09 Lydia Wong Cedarville 18:31 .0 9/15/07 Evan Firestone Wright State 25:33.1 9/18/10 Lolly York Taylor 18:31.0 11 /11 /06 M. Solukombo Denison 25 :35.0 9/19/09 Elisabeth Pyles Cedarville 18:32.0 9/27/08 Andrew Jellema Trinity Christian 25 :35.0 11/10/07 
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ATHLETIC 
' 
Our 4 7th Year of Serving the 
Track & Field Needs of High 
Schools and Colleges 
M-F ATHLETIC COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 8090 
Cranston, RI 02920 
1-800-561-6723 
~eddf'~)\I PAYI l~S 
ELECTRICAL ! MECHANICAL 
CONTRACTORS 
1145 Bellbrook Avenue 
Xenia, Ohio 45385 
• Residential Service 
• Commercial • Industrial 
• Design/Build 




24 Hour Emergency Service 
W'l C'KL'l '1{ ~, S 
FLORIST & GARDEN 
CENTER 
1625 N. Detroit St.!, 
X . Oh" ~J~ enia, 10 · 
372-2461 lt.~/'. . t.cnr:.· 






Appointments for sick cars and unhappy owners .... 
937. 766.9852 




Industrial - Commercial - Residential 
High Voltage - Outdoor Installation & Repair 
1630 Progress Drive • Springfield, OH 45505 
Ph: (937) 323-3721 
Fax: (937) 323-8627 
www.triec.com 
LOCUST HILLS GOLF CLUB 
1-800-872-4918 
Student Green Fees - $5.00 
(during school year) 
• 36-Hole Course 
• Open to the Public 
• Fundraising Golf Outings Available 
5575 North River Road 
Springfield, OH 45502 
='= FOREMAN-BIAIR PONTIAC • BUICK • GMC 
1-800-640-6308 
visit our website 
at. .. www. foreman blai r.com 
j/as,cs. 
sound mind, sound body 
RAMADA 
Bfus5 
SPAGHETrr · SUBS· STEAKS · 
Xenia Town Square 
7:Jo;~H:/Af;t 
IO I Alex Bell Rd., Ste. I 78 • 
Centervi lie (In Cross Pointe Center) 
937 .428.5800 
www.dovesnestgifts.com 
Hours: M-W-F I 0-6 • Tu-Th I 0 - 8 • 
Sat I 0-5 
"Dress your house in style!" 
Mon.-Sat., 10-6 
Sunday, Noon-5 
1/2 mile north of 
Yellow Springs 
4590 US 68 N. 
Yellow Springs, OH 
45387 
Farm Fresh 
www.peiferorchards.com Produce and 
Unique Gifts 
Xenia Shoe & Leather 
Repair 
211 E. Main St., Xenia, Ohio 
376-8156 
r A Cedarville·, 
~Pharmacy 
~~ 
9 South Main Street , Cedarville, OH 453 14 
937-766-9900 












The Greater 'Ville Area 
A Guide to Restaurants, Lodging, and Stores 
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ABOUT CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY 
Cedarville University is a Christ-centered, Baptist 
university of arts, sciences and professional and 
graduate programs. The school is located on a 400-
acre campus at the north edge of the village of 
Cedarville, Ohio, a quiet town with a population of 
approximately 4,000. The village and its surrounding 
area have long maintained a reputation for providing 
a wholesome environment for learning. 
Though located in a rural community, Cedarville is 
conveniently situated in the center of a triangle 
formed by three interstate highways, 1-70, 1-75, and 1-
71, and thus enjoys quick access to Columbus, 
Dayton and Cincinnati . 
Founded in 1887 by the Reformed Presbyterian 
Church, Cedarville College was established by individuals who had a vital interest in the spiritual welfare of young people. In 
1953, the operation of the College was transferred to the trustees of Baptist Bible Institute of Cleveland with the goal of enlarg-
ing the lnstitute's ministry. The name Cedarville College was retained, and the school continues to perpetuate the original pur-
pose of its founders. The school credo, " .. .for the Word of God and testimony of Jesus Christ," reflects this commitment. The 
institution became known as Cedarville University in 2000. 
Since its founding , Cedarville has coupled a balanced liberal arts program with a conservative theological position in regard 
to doctrine and patterns of conduct. All classes are taught by dedicated Christian professors who integrate the knowledge of their 
respective fields with bibl ical perspectives. 
In keeping with the liberal arts concept, the undergraduate curriculum centers on a basic program of general studies includ-
ing biblical education , communications, global studies, humanities, physical education , science and mathematics, and the social 
sciences. Following this program, students choose a major field of concentrated study related to their abi lities, interests, and 
career goals. Upon completion , students receive the baccalaureate degree. The University also offers graduate coursework. 
The University is known nationally as a leader in campus computer networking and instructional technology, providing net-
worked computers in each of the residence hall rooms, laboratories, and offices. One of the major advantages to the network, 
called CedarNet, is that students have access to ~-------------------------~ 
over 150 commercial software packages directly 
from the residence hall rooms without going to a 
specialized laboratory. 
Cedarville views individual ministry involvement as 
a vital and necessary part of each student's educa-
tion and personal growth. The Christian ministries 
division provides training to the hundreds of students 
who volunteer each year. 
Cedarville attracts students from most every state 
and nearly 65 percent of the student body comes 
from out of state, including more than 30 internation-
al students. 
Residence hall living is considered an integral part 
of the educational process with approximately 75 ~ -~~ ----=~---~--~-~~~~~-=-~ 
percent of the student body residing on campus in University housing. 
Your Links to the Yellow Jackets 
Yellow Jacket Sports Update 
Airs Weekday on the CDR Radio Network • 6:02 a.m. & 4:02 p.m. 
Yellow Jackets on the Web 
yellowjackets.cedarville.edu 
Yellow Jackets Sports Line 
Call 1-937-766-8800 • 24 Hours A Day - Seven Days A Week 
Chick-fil-A of Beavercreek 
proudly supports Cedarville 
University and their 
student-athletes. 
Two Locations: 





IV\Ol\''1 C~lk1N fl' If' 
.... 
Serve 
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
The Corner Bakery 
766-3088 
71 N. Main St. , 
Cedarville, OH 45314 
Thurs.-Sat. 6:30 a.m-2:00 p.m. 
• Birthday cakes 
• Special orders .. , ..... ~:;~-,__ !. ())1/ 
• Delivery available ... {!;_· ~-/, 
~-···-
onerman& Of!1pany INC. 
Industrial & Commercial 
Roofing 
www.CottermanRoofing.com 
Dayton & Minster, Ohio 
937-433-8268 
Trent E. Licklider, CPA 
• Income Tax Preparation 
• Payroll Service 
• Free Consultations 
• Personal, Quality Attention 
• Open Year-Round 
937-372-7500 






57 W. Main St., 
Downtown Xenia 
372-1436 
!1"..=Z O AREA WIDE DELIVERY 
"Offical Charter 




8250 Expansion Way 
Dayton, OH 45424 
Orthopaedic Institute of Dayton, Inc. 
3205 Woodman Drive, · Dayton, OH 45420 
937-298-4417 
Pietro Seni, M.D: 
Total Joif'II Replacemern&F<)O! Surge,y 
Richard W. Fors1er, M.O: 
Tot.iJo<ntAeplacement 
S1eve J . Gabel, M.D: 
F"oot & M SII Recon1tructM! Su1gery 
Frank. P. Mannarion. M .O: 
Knee Su,gery & $po,1$ Ml'doc w,e 
Paul A. Nitz. M.D.' 
Sn<>Cllde r &Kn .. Surge,y &Spor,1 Mot0,cont 
Marcos E. Amongero, M.D: 
Surgtry olt~e Spint 
Barry A. Fisher, M.D. 
Pnm,uy Ca1tSp;ln1 ~ icint 
"Certified by the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery 
, NOW LEASING 
NEW Upscale I , 2 & 3 
Bedroom Apartment Homes 
"For a home and lifestyle of 











QUALITY SERVICE for 50 YEARS 
~ - "A broken cistern cannot 




MA RICHEY MFG. ar.:.....,:-~ . · ~.--
P.O. BOX 166 ~ . ~ 
MICHIGANTOWN, IN 46057 ~- ~ 
1-800-333-PITS (7487) 





HOME DECOR ANO FASHION 
51 N. Main St.· Cedarville, OH • 937-766-3113 
Experience the best th ings in life at the new Courtyard by Marriott in 
Downtown Springfield. Stay for a night or for a week in our beautifully-
renovated hotel. Enjoy our garden pool, hot tub, business center and 
complimentary high-speed internet. Taste the delicious fare of the Mela 
Urban Bistro. Or just unwind at the Mela Lounge. 
100 south fountain • downtown springfield 






Haven Art Gallery, Inc. 
1300 Goodwin at W. First St. 
Springfield, Ohio 45504 
(937)323-9088 
Fax (937)323-9204 




Open 8 am - 5:30 pm 
Monday through Saturday 
We are located in the 
center of town 
or call us at 766-1941 
BEAVER-VU-BOWL 
1238 N. Fairfield Rd., 
Beavercreek 
937-426-6771 
We support the Cedarville 
Yellow Jackets! 
Office: (937)374-0855 
TODD W. SCHULZ 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
65 Dayton Avenue, 
XENIA, OHIO 45385 
www.toddschulzagency.com 
Bike Rentals 
• Kettering 294-6895 • Centerville 436-2222 • 




SOWING SEED .... BEARING FRUIT 
WWW.GRACECEDARVILLE.ORG 
Mom and Dad's 
Dairy Bar & Grille 
320 N. Main St., 
Cedarville, OH 
(937)766-2046 
Also serving lunch and dinner 
twil:l:er ·M 
CUYellowJackets .... the offi-
cial home of Yellow Jacket 
sports .... get the very latest 
info, news, and updates 





121 Raydo Circle 
Springfield, OH 45506 
• All suite rooms 
• Hot deluxe breakfast 
Only 12 miles from CU! 
Proud to support the Yellow Jackets!! 
937-322-0707 
eat fresh• 
13 E. Chillicothe St., 
Cedarville, OH 
-;. 766-7299 ~-
sound mind, sound body 
